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Please read the following carefully.  Ask your Tatt2Away technician questions about any aspect 
concerning the Tatt2Away or Tatt2Revise protocols you do not understand. 
 

Tatt2Away® and Tatt2Revise® protocols employ Trans Epidermal Pigment Release® or TEPR® 
to entirely remove or selectively modify tattoos and permanent makeup.  Invented by Rejuvatek 
Medical Inc (RMI) and distributed by RMI since 2011, TEPR protocols are only performed by 
highly trained and RMI certified technicians in authorized Tatt2Away Centers. 
 

Tatt2Away removal and Tatt2Revise modification targets all colors, ages, sizes, and styles of 
tattoo.  Only natural products are used.  TEPR protocols are designed to minimize risks of 
scarring and dyspigmentation.  Because healing is key to removal, to obtain the best results you 
MUST follow the Post-Treatment Instructions precisely and diligently. 
 

Oscillating needle points, held vertically in a handpiece similar to a rotary tattoo machine, are 
scrubbed over tattooed skin within small circular disks (called tegulae).  The scrubbing and 
rapidly oscillating needles locally abrade epidermis, disrupt inked tissue, and suffuse Teprsol 
fluid to a precise depth.  To aid healing, all treated tegula are isolated from one another in a 
nominally hexagonal treatment pattern.  Within each tegula, tattoo pigment, disrupted tissue, and 
blood products agglomerate into separate debris scabs, which are pushed up by the reforming 
skin below.  In two to three weeks, the ink-laden scabs will fall off to reveal fresh skin, clear of 
tattoo ink.  These scabs MUST be allowed to fall off naturally. 
 

TEPR removes tattoos piecemeal, like removing unconnected pieces from a picture puzzle.  The 
first three treatments remove most of the tattoo.  One or two more treatments are required (in 
Tatt2Away protocols) to scavenge remnant ink.  Before treating intervening skin, prior treated 
tegulae must be given time to fully heal and mature.  This requires a minimum of eight weeks 
(increasing by one or two weeks with each treatment) and possibly more, depending on how 
rapidly your skin heals. 
 

If you have already attempted removal of your tattoo, we will carefully evaluate the condition of 
your skin.  Prior laser treatment may eliminate you as a TEPR candidate. 
 

Removal cost is calculated per session and tattoo area (usually, by the number of tegulae treated).  
Because a minimum cost applies to every session, it may be advantageous to treat several small 
tattoos at the same time.  The maximum areal size treated in one session is limited to two 
standard 3×4 inch templates (2×138 tegulae).  The maximum arc length treated around an 
extremity is limited to half its circumference.  Sixty minute sessions are usually required to treat 
one template of 138 tegulae. 
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